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Headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area, Kinestral Technologies, Inc. has
developed Halio™ smart-tinting glass, combining the latest advances in material
science, device physics, automated manufacturing, and cloud so!ware technologies
to deliver the world’s most powerful and responsive natural light management
system. With its intuitive user interface, Halio ushers in an era of interactive
windows and walls for homes and commercial buildings. Myrna Nickelsen, Director
of Marketing Communications at Kinestral Technologies, Inc, says that in addition
to its functional and energy saving benefits, “Halio is beautiful”.

Through a strategic partnership with AGC
Asahi Glass, the world’s leading
manufacturer of flat, automotive and
display glass, Halio™ will be available
globally beginning in 2018.
Kinestral will market Halio as the first
smart-tinting technology to deliver a
product that is truly indistinguishable
from ordinary clear glass. But unlike

Alexa products were all the rage at the Consumer Electronic (CES)
show in Vegas, at the start of this year. With five products enabled by
its technology at the show, Linkplay is one of the first WiFi audio
platforms approved for integration with Alexa Voice Service (AVS) for
hands-free voice recognition and push to talk capabilities with its
Smart WiFi audio platform. Mark Zadeh, VP Sales & Marketing at
Linkplay, explains how their turnkey solutions help audio brands to
capitalise on the growing popularity not just of Alexa, but also other
new generation wireless technologies.
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Linkplay’s solution eliminates the need
to connect a phone to the speakers,
which means users can stream music
without interference from calls or texts.
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